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Let 16k,dk,+.. d k,, be integers and let S denote the set of all vectors x =(x1, . . . , x,) 
with integral coordinates sz@@ing 05% “4, i = 1,2, . . . r n; equivalently, .S is the set of ail 
subset of’ a mtitiset eonsistiitg of & elements of type i, i = 1,2,. . . , n. A subset X of 3” is an 
antichain if and otiy if for any two erectors x and y in X the inequalities I+ G yiii = 1,2, . . . , n, 
do not all hold. For an arbitraq subset H of S, [i)H dcnutes the subset of H cunsistlng of 
vectors with component sum i, i = 0, 1,2,. -. , K, where K = k, + k, + l l * + k,. [$I! denotes the 
number of vectq in H, and *be c~~ph+ of a vector AXE S js (k,-x1, k2- J%, . . . , k, -x,). 
What is the ma&& card&&y of ‘ti ki~tkhain contaitiing no vector and its complement? The 
answer is obtained as a corollary of the fQ&wiszg theorem: if X is un anti?tain, K is ~WI and 
/($K)X/ dws not exceeCt the number of actors in (&)S witir fist coordinate &&rent from k,, then 
1. btrodudon and stuteanent of remIts 
Let I denote a set consisting of k+ 3 1 elements of t!ve i, i = 1,2, . . . , n. We 
assume k,< k,sI s 0 l e k_, a reqpirem?nt sf certain theorep which are applied 
below. For example I might-be a set sf K s k, + kl + l l l + k, bill&d balls, ki of 
color i, i = I., 2, . . . , pt. Vik identify the ,subs&t, of.1 ooris&ting of q elements of type 
i with the vector x =(x1, x2, . . . ,q;) atid -use S =?§(k,, k2, . . . , k) to denote the 
8=(k,+l)(k,+l’r~-• (k, A- 1) subsets of I. S may 4so be regarded as the set of 
divisors of &I& . l l pz- where the pi arc- distinct ,primes and x is identified with 
the divisor p;slp$z . - l p>. The special case k,, = 1 corresponds to I being an 
ordinary finite set with y1 eliments and S being its 2” subsets or the 2” divisors of 
the square free number plpz l l . pn. 
A subset X of S-in other words a set of subsets of C--is called an antichain (or 
Sperner frrrn[& or clutter) 8 and only if the inequaiitieies q G yi, i = 1,2., . , . , II, do / 
not all hold for ani7 two distinct vectors x, p in X. Ir_ terrk~s of sets, this is the sa.me 
as saying that no two sets x, y in X are related by setwise inclusion. The 
complemel, t rc of x=(x1,x2,. ..,x,J is (kI-xl, k2-x2*. .., km--x,,), and the 
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rank of n is Ix\ = x1 + x2 + 0 9 6 + x,, the number of .I\ t ments of Z in x. For an 
arbitrary subset H of S, 1HI is the number of vector: ‘11 H. 2nd (i)H denotes the 
subset of H consic ting of vectors which satisfy 1x1 = ‘. 
Now let g(,kt, k2, /. . . , k,) denote the maxima_l car&r itlity of a complement-free 
(c-f) subset X of S (that is r E ,X implies xc& X) and 10: t G(kl, k2, . . . , I@ denote 
the corresponding maximum wlhen X is also requirerl to be an antichain. 
Bt is easy to see l-hat g(k I f k2, . . . , k,) = [&!I], where 1:. &J is the largest integer not 
exceeding $0, since S, with ($k,, ikzr . . . ,4k,) remov.:(i if each ki is even, can be 
partitioned into pairs of distinct vectors (x1, xs), (x2, .I:: ‘, . . . , (x~$~~, x&$ and X is 
a maximal c-f sub::e? of S if ;And only if X contains 1.:~ ;tctly one vector from each 
pair. 
As for G(k,, k2,, . . . , k,, ), since ([#G I)])§ is a c- “’ antichain (if IC and y are in 
C&K - U]K 1x1+ lyl( K), we immediately t r.ve G(kl, ks2,. . . , r4”)a 
lc[g(K - lS])S[. If K is odd, the reverse inequality .Gsoi holds since Theorem 1 
of DeBruijri et LJE. [8, ‘3. 191] states that no ant &ain in S has more than 
!(UK - 1 ,],Sl vectors. That the reverse inequality al<;ct holds if K is even follows 
from Theorem 1. 
harem 1. Zf X is an unfich~in in S =St kl, kz,. . . , k,,) whew K= 
k,-tk,-t l m a -I- k, is even and X contains no more thalt CY uectors of rank $K, where 
Q! is the nurnlb(er of vectors of rank $K with first coorrt uate dijferent j?om kl, then 
1x( 5s I([$( K - l,],Sl. 
Zn ~u~i~~~ur, if X is c-f, then, since co~~p~erne~fs cf vectors of ~z~dd~ rank are 
also of mrtddle rank, X contains at most $l($K)Sla i.t uectors of rank $K. 
WE. thus* have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. G(k , , k,, . . . , k,) = I(G(K - l)])Sl. 
Calculation of l&@C - l)])S] is explained in [5, p. il X9]. The k, = 1 case of this 
* fpcrrft -47 ,J._,.. 4.h n.--,-L. 
.".JLLIC 13 utA6.; 1LT rwuy [ 'I 6-j and similar problems are c 13 r sidered by Milner in f 151. 
Besides the maxiimal cardinality of antichains, gerlt I al structural assertions are 
of interest. Henc:e, the following theorem, which rlresents a so-called LYM 
inequality for S6kL, k,, . . . , k,,), is important, It is 3 corollary of a result of 
Anderson [ 1, Tht::orem 31. In the k, = 1 case this ~~~~quality was discover~~d by
Lubc~t [13’], s iamsmoto [18] and MeshalYcin [14]. FUI related results see also [2], 
[9] and [12]. 
The numbers pi I= j(i)Xl, i = 0, 1 , . . . . K are calleti. the parameters of X. 
c K Pi (: l _- 
I( El 
-. . 
i -0 d 
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The inequality 1x1s l(@K])SI of DeBruijn et a2. [9, p. 191-J now follows im- 
mediately from I(~)S~GI(~K])S~, i =0, l,...,K [S, p. KB], just as Sperner’s 
theorem [17] follows from the LYM inequality in the k, = 1 case. 
The~re~a 3. If X is an antichain in S = S(kl, k2,. . . , k,,‘) with parameters 
PO, p1, l * l * pK where K=k,+k,+* l 9 + k, is even and X contains no more than a 
vectors of rank $K, where cu is the number of vectors of rank K/2 with first 
coordinate dijfennt fiorn kl, then 
K 
c pi+ p& <1 
,zfK IWI I(H - WI ’ 
This theorem implies Theorem 1. We 
Theorem 2, if K is odd, and Theorem 3, if 
obtain the following corollary 
K is even (see 
bY 
Corollary 2. Zf X is a c-f antichain in S(k,, ka, . . . , k,)) with parameters 
PO, Plv . ..$pK. whereK=k,+k2+~~=+k,, then 
In the kP, = 1 case we abbreviate S( 1, 1, . . . , I) by S(n). Corollary 2 then reads 
as Corollary 3. 
CONDO 3. Zf X is a c-f antichain in S(n) with parameters pO, pl, . . . , p,,, then 
Consideration of examples shows that our inequalities are best possible in the 
sense that none of the denominators can be replaced by smaller numbers. For 
instance, in the case OF Corollary 3, consideration of the anitchains X = (i)S if 
i # in and the antichain described in Theorem $(ii)(b) suffices. We have been able 
to characterize the extremal sets only in case k, = 1. 
Theorem 4. If k, = 1 and X is a maximal c-f antichain in S(n), then X c”s one of 
the following configurations or its complement: 
(i) if n is odd!, X consists of all subsets of Z of cardinality $(n - 1). 
(ii) if n is even, X consists of 
(a) all subsets of Z of cmdirzdity $(n - 2) or 
(b) all sulbsets of Z\,(u) of cardinn& $n, where v denotes an arMrary 
element of I, und all subsets of Z of cardinal&j iit -- 1 which contain v. 
Many of the techniques and results we use a:*e discussed in the review artkle 
[lo]. 
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2. Froof of Theorem 3 
Let X satisfying the hypothesis of Theorern .j be given and let E = $h”. It is 
known [3, p. 3681 that corresponding to X there: is sm antichain X’ with parame- 
ters 
p: = pi i- ,pK+, if i > I, 
p; = 0, if i < 1. 
Then X” = (x : x‘ E X’} has parameters pp = pk-i* i == 0, 1, . _ . , K. Next we compress 
X”. For any subset H of S, let F( m, H) denote t; 12 first m elements of 1% where 
the ordering is 1 exicographic: x c y if and only if ,Ci C yi for the srnalles t irteger i 
such that Xi # yqi. Furthermore, ior x E S define 
rx=((X~--lDX; ,,.... x,),(x,,X2--1,x~ ,... x,) ,..., (X1,X2 ,..., x;,--1)))s 
and for any H 2: S let Z-H = UxelI I”‘. It is S~OWI in [4] that if X is an antichain 
vwith parameters pO, pl, . . . . pK, then the compression of X, that is the set Y 
defined by 
(K--2)‘Y = F(pK+ (K-Z)S-lT(Kjk’- r(K- l)Y), etc., 
is also an antich’ain. iet X”’ be the compression of X”. Thus X”’ contains the first 
pI vector!, cf (,’ 1% Since X”’ has no more than a vectors of middle rank, the first 
cornponeqt :cl of the last vector in (1)X”’ satisfic. !;.x1 < k, - 1 and therefore 
((Z)x”‘u Z-(1)X”‘) c S(k, - 1, kz, . . . , k,,; := S’. 
It follc:tws from K being even that ((6 l)S’\ .= ((Z>S’l [5, p. 12871. Thus by the 
inequali t:!j 
of Ander-son [ 1, Theorem 31, which has COW to be known as the normalized 
matchirtg property and which holds for any JV G; S’ and j = l,, 2, . . . , K, we have 
pl -= I(W”‘/ s Ir( /)X”‘I. X”” = (XI”- (I)X”‘) U r(l X”’ is an antichain again and has 
p,.rrame t x 0 
pi- I~i f VK _i, if id-2, 
lCn 2 Pr-1+ PI + Pitt 
“I? 
17; = 0, if i 3 1. 
T,D x”” we apply Theorem 2 remarking that ,(i 1s’: = l(K - J)Sl, i = 0, 1, . . . , $K - 1 
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[6, p. 12871, and obtain 
iipl 
3. Roof of Theorem 4 
In this section we will use several times a theorem. of Katona concerning 
systems of subsets of a finite set [11, Theorem 2 er,d p. 334, Remark 21. 
Reformuiated siightiy, it reads as-follows.’ 
Katona’s Theorem. Let 1 s g < m s n, m - g 6 k G m, H G (m)(S(n)) be such that 
for euery pair x, y E H there are at least k indices il, iz, . . . ) ik, 1 s il =: $ < l l - < ik s 
n, with Xi, = y4 = 1 for I= 1,2,. . . , k (that is, the intersection of the sisbsets of I 
corresponding to x and y has at least k elements). Fulthermore, if r1 -7 r and 
r ‘+I = rir, 1 = 1,2, . . . , then 
There is strict inequality in (1) unless 
(a) ]HI =O, 0) 
(b) there is a (2m - k)-element subset C of I such thar H is the set of (2>-k) 
vectors corresponding to the m-element subsets of C. 
Let X be a maximal c-f antichain in S = S(n). If n is odd, our theorem follows 
from Sperner’s theorem [17], so we henceforth assume n is even. It follow,; 
from Corollary 3 that X c:: (I + 1)s U{l)s U (I - 1)s since, if pi # 0 for some i # f - 1, 
I, Z+l, 
i#l 
contradicts our- assumption that X is maximF,l. Thus at most the parameters 
pi_ t, pl, pl+l are nonzero. Let us return to tht: prmf of Theorem 3. X”’ is a 
compressed antichaiin with parameters m”L1 = P~_.~ +P~+~? pI”_ pf and all other 
parameters zero. Since X is c-f, p 1 “‘s i(y) and (1)X”’ = F(p”‘, (1)s) is a subset of SC,, 
the part of S(n) consisting of vectors with 0 first tzoordinate. It follows that for 
every pair of vectors in (2)X”’ there is at least one coordinate in which both 
vectors have a “1”. Applying Katona’s Theorem vre find 
where equalitv hcldr if and only if p! = 0 or p[ = (“r’) = (71,‘). E!ut equality must 
hold since, hecause I’(l)X’” and (I - IjX”’ are disjoint subsets of (I - l)S, we 
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otherwise get the contradiction 
IHence we have only to consider the possibil 1 ies 
(a) pI = 0, P[-~ + pl+r = (CY = (~3 and 
(b) pl =I (;I,‘), ~1-1 + pt+i = (7:;) = (Z,‘,. 
It suffices to prove in both cases that ~r__~ 01 pl+l vanishes, for then if (a) holds, 
Theoremrn 4(ii)(a) follows immediately. If (b holds, we may assume pI+l = 0 (if 
pl_ I = 0, consider {x : xc E X}]. For each pair cbf vectors in (I)X there is a compo- 
nent in which both vectors have a “1”; otherwise these vectors would be 
compkmentary, contradicting that X is a c-f antichain. Hence Katona’s Theorem 
yields 
= (‘l::)+(;r:)= (,“,).
Thus equality actually holds everywhere an1 from the equality case of Katona’s 
Theorem it follows that X has the form de, ,cribed in Theorem 4(ii)(b). 
We now discuss the two possibilities sepz lately. 
(a) 3r every pair of vectors in (I + 1)X here are at least two components in 
which bOt!h vectors have l’s, i.e., the CO rresponding subsets of 1 have two 
elements in common. Applying Katona’s T ttorem we get 
(1) 
where equality holds if and only if pr+l = C or pf+i = (&). Since r2(1+ 1)X and 
(I- 1 ).Y are disjoint subsets of (I - l)S, we t ave 
i ) n ~(r2(1+1)JI:j+((I-1)x)~I I-1 
I we have the situation described in thuas e quaility actually does hold in (2) an 
Theortm 4<ii)(hj. 
(1,) Without loss of generality we may assume that X is compressed. To 
comple tc the proof, we show that the assu option 0 <~r__~, pI+l < (7;:) leads to a 
con tr;~,dliction. To this end, consider A = I‘ . B U (I)X) where I3 - r(l + 1)X. If S, 
denotes the vectors in S(n) Twith 0 first co! nponent, then 
r+t+n-1= l ng 
( ) 
; -- 
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and 
The first equal .ty here follows from X being ‘compressed. Since the result of 
changing the first component of a vector in F(IBI, (E)(S \S,)) from 1 to 0 is a 
vector in r(r&, it follows that 
IAl = IJ-‘t(l& U F(lBIv (MS \ s,,))~l 
= )rtr)sol + Irr;(lB1, t I- l)S(n, - l))l 
= y-; +p-F(\RI. (I- 1)Sh - 1)1(. 
L > 
By the normalized matching property (see Section 2) we have 
(3) 
Next, observe that since pI+l K (y;:), (j i- 1)X c (13 l)S, and therefore for each 
pair of vectors in (I + 1)X, there are at least three components in which both 
vectors are 1. It then follows from Katona’s Theorem that 
The strictness of the inequality here follows frctm the fact that R+~ is neither* 0 nor 
(7;:). In vie! w of (3), (4), (5) and the fact that A and (1- 1)X are mutually clisjoint 
subsets of (( - l)@(n)) uve now have thp, conbadiction 
and the proof is corq5lete. 
(1) We n tlention ,rhat tk discussion of the cases (a) and (b) in the proof of 
Theorem 4 can also be done as follow L 
Let D == {A: : ?IC% (I- 1)X). Then the aiet of vectors of (I)S which are reMed to 
vectors of fi’ -- 1)X is E = (x : xc E rr>j ,, The generalized Macaulay theorem [?I 
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yiel3s 
(4’(1+ 1)X( 3 ,mpt+,, (E+ lP)l, 
PI = PI 2 ImPt-*, u+ W)l, 
lI!F( ([=,), (I + l?Sl= (y) 
as well as 
~rF((;,;)A+l)s)~= (“J. 
Furtherrnor~: we u.se the inequality 
ImpI* 1, ~ (I+ l)S)] + II-YF(&~, (1+ 1)S)J :‘s/m(p[+l~+ pI_1, (I + l)S)(. 
Since (1)X, $?“(I +1 IX, and E are mutually disjoint sets or f#S we obtain 
(6) 
3 l~~(P,+,, u + W)( +- II-F(p,_ 1, (I + l)S)l +- pi 
W~(P,+*+Pl-,,( i+ W)I+p, = (;). (7’) 
Th;: kequa!ity (6) appears, among other places, ir ~6;: scrutiny of the tedious 
proof giver- there reveals that in the k, = 1 case (and 0. ly in the k,, = I case) 
eqr. aiit, holds only ii one of pI_, , pi +l is zero. In b lew of (7), equality does indeed 
hoi ;1, SC WC of pf +,, pr __, is actually :zero. 
(‘3 P?ofccsor D.J. Kleitman has pointed out to us that t’.re proof cf (6) given [6] 
is unn .:cea.ariIy complkated since (6) follows di!*ectly from the S’= 
s(:!, I, k,, k,, . . . , k,, ) case of the generalized Macaulay theorem [7]: with S = 
SC!: ,+ k:,, . . . , k,) let H, U’and 7 denote respectively the l&sets of S’ obtained by 
prc ceding each vel:tor of (I + 2)s by 00, each vector of I+_,, (I+ 1)s) by 01 and 
ea(lh vector 3 F(p[+,, (I+ 1)s) by 10. Then 
I 
Im-1’ u u u ?>I = Ir(l+ 2)SI + IsF(p&,, (! i- 1)S)J + II-F(p[+r, (1+ l)S)l 
3 IrFC(I +3sJ + pi-l+ p1+1, (I + 2)S’)J 
= IW +2Pq+ IrF(p&r -t- p1+1, u+ w)(. 
But W: wer.: not able to determine the cases of equality using this elegant 
argument. 
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